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Abstract
The problem of detecting outliers in multivariate data sets with continuous nu-
merical features is addressed by a new method. This method combines projections
into relevant subspaces by archetype analysis with a nearest neighbor algorithm,
through an appropriate ensemble of the results. Our method is able to detect
an anomaly in a simple data set with a linear correlation of two features, while
other methods fail to recognize that anomaly. Our method performs among top in
an extensive comparison with 23 state-of-the-art outlier detection algorithms with
several benchmark data sets. Finally, a novel industrial data set is introduced, and
an outlier analysis is carried out to improve the fit of footwear, since this kind of
analysis has never been fully exploited in the anthropometric field.
Keywords: Archetypal Analysis, Unsupervised Anomaly Detection, Nearest
neighbors, Ensembles, Multivariate Outlier Detection, Footwear
1. Introduction
Nowadays, we tend to work with enormous amounts of data and variables,
which greatly hinders their analysis. It is necessary to perform a quality analysis
to avoid making wrong decisions. One of the possible causes of such decisions
is outliers. A classic definition of an outlier given by [36], is “an observation
that deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was
generated by a different mechanism”. Outliers can also be defined as observations
whose characteristics differ significantly from the normal profile.
Detection of outliers is an early and necessary step in any data analysis applica-
tion. Although outliers are considered in many cases as noise or errors, they often
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incorporate vital information. But it is clear that what is noise for one person can
be a focus of interest for another [45], and depending on what you are studying,
an outlier (e.g. in the detection of credit card fraud) can be of great importance.
Failure to look for them and study them can lead to poor specification of the model
and an incorrect estimate of its parameters. It is therefore important to identify
them prior to modeling and analysis [88].
Identifying outliers in univariate data is relatively simple because it is easy
to find the extreme cases. However, in the multivariate case, the detection of
outliers is more difficult because multidimensional outliers are observations that
are considered strange not because of the value they take in a certain variable, but
due to the value in all of them [30].
Many techniques have been proposed for the detection of outliers along time
(see [1] for a detail explanation of many of them for different types of data).
In the case of multivariate data, [33] reviewed and compared many of the most
standard unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms in a set of benchmark data
sets. A similar study was carried out by [12] and [20]. [33] proposed a taxonomy of
unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms, which are divided into four categories:
(1) Nearest-neighbor (NN) based techniques, (2) Clustering-based methods, (3)
Statistical algorithms, and (4) Subspace techniques.
We propose a new method for unsupervised (no labels are available) detection
of outliers in continuous multivariate data. It can be categorized into several of
those categories, mainly (1) and (4), because it uses an unsupervised learning
technique (a subspace technique), which can also be used as a clustering technique
[23], and it also relies on NN-based techniques. Note that techniques based on
distances are very popular due to their good results, conceptual simplicity and
interpretability. However, when the number of features is high, these techniques
can fail because of the curse of dimensionality. A key point to solve this problem
would be to eliminate the dimensions and project the data into subspaces, where
outliers can be easily revealed. Projection into appropriate subspaces can also
improve distance-based techniques. This is the idea of the proposed method: first
to project the data into the relevant subspaces and then to use proximity-based
techniques to detect outliers in those subspaces.
The proposed method, which we refer to as AA + k-NN, is based on Archetype
Analysis (AA), the objective of which is to represent the observations by means
of a mixture of archetypes, which are a mixture of observations. Archetypes lie
on the boundary of the convex hull of the data, meaning that they are extreme
profiles. This makes AA sensitive to outliers, and we will take advantage of this
in order to detect outliers. AA is not a parametric technique, it is a data-driven
method, so we do not have to make any assumption about data distribution.
Furthermore, the results returned by AA are easily interpretable, even for non-
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experts. The combination of AA together with proximity-based methods therefore
results in a non-parametric method with a high level of interpretability, which is
very important in many applications.
AA was defined by [15] and has been applied in a broad spectrum of fields,
such as biology [18], developmental psychology [69], didactics [11], engineering
[25, 85, 81, 24, 60, 2, 84], finance [61], genetics [78], global development [22],
image processing [10], machine learning problems [64], market research [68], multi-
document summarization [13], neuroscience [80, 38] and sports [27, 82, 83]. With
AA we can see all samples by looking at a few based on extreme profiles, but these
extreme profiles should not be outliers. In fact, there are several works that try to
robustify AA in order to make AA immune to outliers [28, 61]. In this work, we go
against the trend: we do not care that AA returns outliers among the archetypes,
indeed this can be good for detecting outliers. We exploit AA’s weakness (being
sensitive to outliers) with respect to its original objective, and convert it into a
strength for finding outliers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
that AA is used for finding outliers in multivariate data.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: we present a new method
for unsupervised detection of outliers in multivariate data. We conduct an ex-
perimental evaluation with a large number of well-known data sets and standard
algorithms. In this comparison our new proposal provides very favorable results.
Furthermore, we apply the new method to an original data set of foot measure-
ments, which is used in an engineering problem that we introduce here. This is
our motivating problem. Outlier detection in Anthropometry has only been used
as a cleansing technique for correcting or removing the outliers before analyzing
data [48, 52]. However, outliers report very valuable information in the footwear
design process, since they can show which kinds of feet are more different from
the rest and may therefore pose fitting problems in footwear if the design is not
appropriate.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the standard
methods used in the comparison, while AA is reviewed in Section 3. In Section 4,
we introduce our method. Section 5 presents the advantages of our method and
the results of the comparison. The new methodology is applied to a new data set
in an engineering problem in Section 6. Finally, we finish with some conclusions
and future prospects for further research in Section 7.
2. Related work: Unsupervised Anomaly Detection Algorithms
There are a huge number of unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms. Let
us take a quick look at the most widely used in practice and those used by [33].
Furthermore, these algorithms will be used in the comparison.
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k-NN Anomaly Detection: This algorithm searches for the nearest k-neighbors
for every element in the data set and calculates the average distance of the
k-neighbors. This procedure returns outlier scores, which depends on the
selection of k. In the experiments, we follow the same strategy as in [33]:
values from k = 10 to 50 are considered and averaged in order to achieve a
fair evaluation when comparing algorithms. It focuses on global outliers.
kth-NN Global Anomaly Detection: As above, but once we have the nearest k-
neighbors, only the distance of the k-th nearest neighbor is considered. It
also focuses on global outliers.
Local Outlier Factor (LOF) and LOF-upper bound (LOF-UB): This algorithm is
designed to find local outliers. It follows these steps: 1) search for the k-NN
for each observation; 2) compute the local density for each observation; 3) the
LOF score is computed by comparing the local densities of each observation
with those of its k neighbors. See [9] for details. This algorithm finds local
outliers and also global ones, but if we are only interested in global outliers,
we will have a lot of false alarms. The choice of k will have a great influence
on the results. Therefore, we will follow the same strategy as in [33]: scores
for different k’s up to an upper bound are calculated and the maximum of
these scores is considered. This strategy is referred to as LOF. However,
we can also consider different upper bounds and average the results. This
strategy is referred to as LOF-UB.
Connectivity-Based Outlier Factor (COF): This algorithm, proposed by [77] works
like LOF except that instead of using the Euclidean distance, COF uses the
“chaining distance”; this distance is the minimum sum of all the distances
connecting all the k-neighbors and the case. The objective of changing the
distance is to avoid the lack of precision of LOF when the density of the data
that is around the observation has some kind of linear correlation, which is
not appreciated with the inherent sphericity of the Euclidean distance.
Influenced Outlierness (INFLO): If the data set has close clusters with very dif-
ferent densities, it is possible that an algorithm such as LOF may identify
the border points between cluster as outliers. To avoid this, [44] proposed
to work just like LOF but also taking into account the “reverse neighbors”.
This makes it possible to calculate the outlier scores of that kind of points
more precisely.
Local Outlier Probability (LoOP): LoOP [50] instead of assigning a score to the
outlier, it gives the probability that each element is an outlier. LoOP also
studies the local density of the neighbors around each element, but it assumes
that the distances to the nearest neighbors follow a Gaussian distribution.
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Local Correlation Integral (LOCI): This algorithm tries to eliminate the difficulty
of choosing the best k (number of neighbors). To do this, instead of looking
at the nearest k-neighbors, it takes a circle of radius r around the case and
study the density that exists in it. This radius r expands over time and, like
LoOP, it also calculates the density using a Gaussian average distribution
and compares two neighborhoods of different sizes instead of the ratio of
local densities. A parameter α controls the relationship between the different
neighborhoods. See [66] for details. Computationally, it is a very expensive
algorithm and is too slow for large data sets so, as stated by [39], it can only
be applied to very small data sets (at most 3000 observations).
Approximate Local Correlation Integral (aLOCI): In order to reduce the compu-
tational cost of LOCI, this algorithm uses quad trees and some restrictions
on α. However, due to these approximations, its performance can sometimes
be very poor [39, 33].
Cluster-Based Local Outlier Factor (CBLOF/ uCBLOF): The algorithm pro-
posed by [37] no longer uses the NNs to estimate density, but divides the
data into different clusters and determines the density of each cluster. The
most commonly used algorithm is k-means due to its small computational
cost. Then clusters are classified as large and small. For the large ones, a
weighted distance from the center to each element of the cluster is calculated
and for the small ones the distance to the nearest large cluster is calculated.
However, the weighting strategy used can lead to an incorrect density es-
timation [33]. A modified version to solve this problem is uCBLOF, which
simply neglects the weighting. Algorithms based on cluster analysis still have
a problem similar to those of k-neighbors, because they have to choose the
number k of clusters.
Local Density Cluster-based Outlier Factor (LDCOF): LDCOF [4] is analogous
to the previous procedure, but now for each cluster the average distance of
all cluster members to the centroid is calculated. Then the score is calculated
by dividing the distance of an observation to its cluster center by the average
distance.
Clustering-based Multivariate Gaussian Outlier Score (CMGOS-Red, Reg and
MCD): This algorithm works like the previous ones, finding clusters with the
k-means and separating them into large and small ones. For each cluster,
the covariance matrix Σ is robustly estimated by three different procedures
that give rise to the CMGOS-Red, CMGOS-Reg and CMGOS-MCD algo-
rithms (see [33] for details). The outlier score is calculated by dividing the
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Mahalanobis distance from one observation to its nearest cluster center by
the certain percentile of the chi-square distribution.
Histogram-based Outlier Score (HBOS): HBOS [32] is an algorithm that assumes
the independence of the variables. For each variable, a histogram is computed
and normalized, and the height of each bin is used to compute the outlier
scores. The histogram can be created in different ways, and the number k of
bins also influences the results.
Robust Principal Component Analysis (rPCA): [74] use robust principal compo-
nent analysis, and in particular, the major and minor components.
One-Class Support Vector Machine (oc-SVM and ν-oc-SVM): one-class SVM with
robust techniques and a modification in the objective function (a ν parameter
is included) is trained using the data set and afterwards, each observation is
scored by a normalized distance to the determined decision boundary [5].
2.1. Recent techniques
Besides comparison with the previous state-of-the-art algorithms, we compare
our technique with recent techniques:
Relative Density-based Outlier Score (RDOS): It was proposed by [76]. This
procedure uses a density-based outlier detection approach with local kernel
density estimation, and instead of using only k nearest neighbors, they also
consider reverse nearest neighbors and shared nearest neighbors of a case for
density distribution estimation. We use the implementation of the R package
DDoutlier [57].
Virtual Outlier Score (VOS): It was proposed by [86]. In Section 5.3.3 we also
compare our proposal with VOS. This technique is based on graphs. They
compared their method with other outlier detection techniques, such as Iso-
lation Forest (IForest) [54], an improvement of this technique (OIF) [55], and
other techniques based on graphs, such as Outlier Detection using Indegree
Number (ODIN) [35], OutRank [62, 63] and Hierarchical Contextual Outlier
Detection (HCOD) [87].
3. Background: fundamentals of Archetype Analysis
AA is an unsupervised statistical learning technique [34, Chapter 14]. AA seeks
out extreme profiles called archetypes, which are restricted to being a convex com-
bination of the elements of the data set. Also, these archetypes will represent each
individual in our data set as a convex combination of the archetypes. Expressing
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the observations as mixtures of extremes profiles facilitates comprehension of the
data. Humans understand the data better when the instances are shown through
their extreme constituents [16] or when features of one instance are shown as op-
posed to those of another [79].
AA lies somewhere in between two well-known unsupervised statistical tech-
niques: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis. Those tech-
niques are also data decomposition techniques, where a data matrix is decomposed
as a linear combination of several factors to find the latent components. Depend-
ing on the decomposition, different techniques are obtained. A table summarizing
the relationship between several unsupervised techniques is provided by [64] and
[85]. With PCA, factors are linear combinations of features; therefore, they are
the least restrictive. On the other hand, PCA bases are difficult to interpret as
unsupervised learning tool, while the factors of clustering techniques, such as the
centroids (averages of groups of data) of k-means, have more restrictions in their
set-up, but their interpretation is very easy. However, their modeling flexibility
is compromised due to the binary assignment of data to the clusters. AA lies
in between PCA and cluster tools, with higher modeling flexibility than cluster
techniques but without losing the interpretability of their factors (see [64, 24, 2]
for seeing examples where PCA, cluster analysis and AA are compared).
3.1. AA definition
Let us review AA definition. Let X be an n×m matrix that represents a data
set with n observations and m features. AA goal is to find a p×m matrix Z that
characterizes the archetypal patterns of the data so that each data point can be
represented as a mixture of these archetypes. Specifically, AA tries to obtain the
two n×p matrices of the coefficients α and β that minimize the residual sum of the
squares (RSS) that arise from the equation that shows xi as an approximation of


















with two conditions: 1)
∑p
j=1 αij = 1 with αij ≥ 0 and i = 1, ..., n, and 2)
∑n
l=1 βjl =
1 with βjl ≥ 0 and j = 1, ..., p.
Therefore from 1) the approximations of xi are a finite archetypal mixture
x̂i =
∑k
j=1 αijzj and the αij will indicate the weight of each archetype zj for the
element xi. On the other hand, restriction 2) will show that the archetypes zj are
convex combinations of the data, zj =
∑n
l=1 βjlxl.
AA is an exploratory data analysis (EDA) tool that is based on a geometric
formulation (no distribution of data is assumed). [15] showed that archetypes are
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on the boundary of the convex hull of the data if p > 1 (the archetype coincides
with the mean for p = 1).
3.2. AA computation
[15] developed an alternating minimizing algorithm to compute the matrices in
the AA problem, where the best α for given archetypes Z and the best archetypes
Z for a given α are estimated by turns. A penalized version of the non-negative
least squares algorithm by [53] is used to solve the convex least squares problems.
That algorithm was implemented in the R package archetypes by [26], although
with some modifications. For example, the spectral norm in equation 1 is used
instead of the Frobenius norm for matrices. We reverted those modifications in our
R implementation, i.e. the objective function to minimize is defined by equation
1. This algorithm is not deterministic, AA is run beginning from 20 random
initializations, and the best model is selected for each p.
Archetypes are not necessarily nested or orthogonal to one another, so the
selection of p is an important issue. A simple but effective heuristic tool for
choosing p, which has been used elsewhere [15, 26, 85, 73], is the elbow criterion.
With the elbow criterion, we plot the RSS for different p values and the value
of p is selected as the point where the elbow is located. Nevertheless, in our
case, once the elbow has been identified, the selection of p is not as critical as
in problems with merely EDA objectives, where only one p needs to be selected
for interpretative purposes and where we want to avoid outliers being selected
as archetypes. However, for our purposes, this is not the case; we can consider
different p values, since we prefer to better capture the shape of the data set
by changing the resulting archetypes and collect the information for different p
values. For us, it is not a problem that an archetype is an outlier, since our
objective is to detect them and, in fact, this can facilitate the mission. Note that
the determination of e does not introduce any computational burden, since we
only need to display the screeplot.
4. The AA + k-NN method for detecting anomalies
As explained in Section 1, the idea of our proposal is to project the continuous
multivariate data into the relevant subspaces and then to use proximity-based
techniques to detect outliers in those subspaces. Feature extraction is a well-
known and powerful method for improving the performance of learning algorithms
[34]. In the same way, a sensible tactic in the outlier detection field is to identify
relevant subspaces where outlier analysis can be honed, i.e. where outliers deviate
clearly from the normal observations after projection on the relevant subspaces,
and then combine the results from different subspaces in order to create a more
robust ensemble [1].
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An overall picture of our method is to compute AA for a certain p and project
the data. We then apply the k-NN method to the α values. Note that AA actually
seeks extreme profiles, so we can take advantage of this fact. If we repeat the
procedure for different p values, we will have different explanations of the data,
and we can use independent ensembles (the combined procedures are independent)
to combine the results.
The outline of the procedure is as follows:
Step 1 Min-max normalize or standardize the data.
Step 2 Compute AA from p = 1 to p = P , and determine the value p = e where
the elbow is found.
Step 3 Apply k-NN (sum of distance to k nearest neighbors) for a certain k for
the α matrices from p = e to p = P . Then, the P - e + 1 outlier scores
obtained in each subspace are merged by a cumulative-sum approach, which
is equivalent to averaging the scores.
Note that the bias-variance trade-off in anomaly detection is almost identical
to that in classification [1], so it follows that averaging also reduces variance in
anomaly detection.
This procedure returns outlier scores; as usual, the highest score denotes the
highest degree of outlierness. A way to establish a binary decision about whether
or not to label a point as an outlier, is to use a box-plot with the outlier scores and
to consider the points detected as outliers by the box-plot as anomalies. Obviously,
this hardening method will work well if the outlier scores corresponding to true
outliers are well separated from those of the normal cases.
Let us give the details of each step. In Step 1, we consider both alternatives
in the experiments: min-max normalization and standardization. In Step 2, we
consider two values in the experiments, P = 10 and P = 15. In Step 3, we begin
with e, since it is expected to be the first value for which archetypes explain the
data well. The following values from e to P should also describe the data well, but
may give different descriptions. This can be desirable, since diversity and accuracy
are two key factors in the success of ensembles. The aggregation ensemble of Step
3 is valid since the scale of the outlier scores is the same, as we use the same k
each time. Also note that the α values always add 1, for any p.
In the experiments, instead of considering a single k, we evaluate the procedure
for different k values, from k = 10 to 50, as in [33]. Then the summary, mean
and standard deviation for all these AUCs are calculated. If we wanted to report
the results in terms of binary labels, i.e. to convert the scores into binary labels,
we could use the box plot-based hardening strategy explained above for each k,
then the final decision can be given by aggregation and majority voting [65]. In
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other words, we have the binary labels for each k, from k = 10 to 50, and finally,
we consider the points that are labeled as anomalies at least 50% of the times as
outliers.
Our proposal is composed of two major computational parts. The computa-
tional complexity of the algorithm used to compute AA has been analyzed in detail
by [26]. It is a compute intensive method. More efficient alternative algorithms
for computing AA have been proposed, especially for large data sets, such as the
implementation by [64], [14], [8] and [58]. On the other hand, k-NN may require
O(n2) time to compute all k-nearest neighbor distances [1]. Therefore, AA + k-
NN is not a computationally efficient method, but this may be compensated for by
its ease of interpretability and intuitive analysis, and its mathematical precision
(effectiveness).
5. Results and discussion
5.1. Evaluation measures
In order to assess the algorithms for detection of outliers with unsupervised
data, apart from taking into account the accuracy, the order of the outliers must be
considered, especially because outlier scores are available. Therefore, we reproduce
the same strategy followed by [33], which consists of ranking the outlier scores and
iteratively applying a threshold from the first to the last rank. In this way, n
tuple values (true positive rate and false positive rate) are obtained, and a single
receiver operator characteristic (ROC) is generated. As an assessment measure
we use the integral of the ROC, i.e. the area under the curve (AUC). Note that
the AUC value can be interpreted as the probability that an outlier detection
algorithm will assign a lower score to a randomly chosen normal observation than
to a randomly chosen anomalous observation [29]. On the other hand, note that
many algorithms depend on a parameter, e.g. k for all the NN or clustering-based
algorithms, which can be critical. In order to ensure fair comparisons, we also
follow the same strategy as [33] and compute the AUC from k = 10 to k = 50 in
Section 5.3. Then the AUC results are averaged and the standard deviation is also
computed.
5.2. Artificial data sets
The proposed procedure is illustrated with two toy data sets. In the first
example, the whole procedure is illustrated and compared with the k-NN method.
In the second example, we show how our procedure can effectively detect the
outliers, unlike other techniques.
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5.2.1. First synthetic data set
The first example is shown in Fig. 1 a). The plot consists of two Gaussian clus-
ters, whose data points are represented by solid green circles, plus five uniformly
sampled outliers that are represented by red unfilled circles. If we directly apply
the k-NN method to these data with k =5 and a box-plot to the outlier scores,
the five outliers are detected, but another five points are also falsely labeled as
outliers.
We compute the archetypes from 1 to 6 (P ) and the screeplot is displayed in
Fig. 1 b). The elbow is found at p = 2 (e), so we consider the alpha values of AA
from p = 2 to 6. As an example, we display the α values for p = 3 in a ternary plot
in Fig. 1 c), where the outliers are represented by red triangles, while the rest of the
points are represented by black circles. The archetypes for p = 3 are represented
as black crosses in Fig. 1 a). We apply the k-NN method to the α values with k
= 5, from p = e = 2 and p = P = 6, and the outlier scores are the sum of these
results. The outlier scores are visualized by the bubble-size of each case in Fig. 1
a). Then we apply a box-plot to the outlier scores: the five outliers are detected
and only one point is falsely labeled as an outlier. In summary, our procedure
gives only one error, unlike the five errors given by k-NN in this example. AA +
k-NN therefore manages to distinguish between anomalies and normal instances
better than simply using k-NN. This also happens if we change the k value, for
example for k from 1 to 7 and 10 to 14. For k values that are higher than 14 the
same number of errors, 2, are obtained for AA + k-NN and k-NN.
Note that AA is a very intuitive tool and its results are easily interpretable,
much more so than a PCA transformation. The data in Fig. 1 a) are expressed as a
mixture (the α values represented in Fig. 1 c)) of the archetypes (the black crosses).
For example, the outlier located at (2, 1.8) is expressed as 26% of archetype 1, plus
44% of archetype 2, plus 30% of archetype 3. Interpretability is a valuable factor
for the analyst [1]. Knowing the reasons why a particular data point is labeled as
an outlier, i.e. discovering the intensional knowledge about the outliers [47], can
be a great help in real applications, as will be shown in Section 6.
5.2.2. Second synthetic data set
In the second example, we show a simple two-dimensional data set, where the
features have a linear dependency, except one point that does not follow the linear
relationship of the other points. We apply eight different procedures, and the
outlier scores are shown in Fig. 2 as above, by the bubble-size of each case, with
filled green circles denoting normal cases and an unfilled red circle denoting the
outlier. We consider k = 3 for the NN algorithms. For our procedure, the elbow is
at p = e = 2, and we consider p = 2 and 3 for the α computation, since the convex
hull of this data set is formed by three vertices. We consider a new procedure here.
In RPCA + k -NN, we follow a similar procedure as in our proposal, but instead
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a) b) c)
Figure 1: Example 1: a) plot of the data set (see the text for details); b) Screeplot; c) Ternary
plot.
of using AA, robust PCA is considered and k-NN is used with the PC scores. This
alternative method is considered to show that AA is more useful than (robust)
PCA for this situation (in fact, the same result as k-NN is obtained, since PCA
rotates the data).
We also compute the AUC values, which are shown in Table 1 together with
the rank of outlierness of the anomalous point, i.e. the highest rank denotes the
highest degree of outlierness. For AA + k-NN, the outlier score of the anomalous
point is more than double the next highest score. For k-NN the outlier score of the
anomalous point is the fourth lowest (remember that the data set is composed of
11 points). For LOF, the outlier score of the anomalous point is the lowest (0.86,
below 1, when 1 is supposed to be the score for normal cases). For COF, the
outlier scores are the same for all the points. For LoOP, the probability that the
anomalous point is an outlier is only 0.17. In fact, the probabilities are higher for
three other points. For HBOS, the outlier score of the anomalous point is the third
lowest. For RPCA + k-NN, the outlier score of the anomalous point is the fourth
lowest. Finally, the outlier score of the anomalous point is the fifth highest for
RDOS. In summary, our procedure provides the highest AUC of all the algorithms
in this example. Note that although COF was designed to detect this kind of
anomaly, it is not able to identify it, because in this case the anomaly is too close
to the other points. With the same distribution of points, if the anomaly was (5,
5 + ε), with ε > 0, instead of (5,5), COF would be able to detect it. However,
our procedure can detect any anomalous point outside the pattern of the linear
relationship, since that anomalous point would not belong to the convex hull of
the rest of the data, i.e it is a vertex of the convex hull of the whole data set and,
therefore, it is used as an archetype in AA for p = 3.
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a) b) c) d)
e) f) g) h)
Figure 2: Example 2, plot of the anomaly scores for different algorithms (see the text for details):
a) AA + k-NN; b) k-NN; c) LOF; d) COF; e) LoOP; f) HBOS; g) RPCA + k-NN; h) RDOS.
AA + k-NN k-NN LOF COF LoOP HBOS RPCA + k-NN RDOS
1 0.3 0 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.6
1 8 11 6 4 9 8 5
Table 1: The AUC results for example 2 (first row) and the rank of outlierness of the anomalous
point (second row). As there are 11 points, the highest possible rank is 11, which corresponds
with the lowest degree of outlierness.
5.3. Real data sets
5.3.1. Benchmark data sets
We use all the data sets employed by [33] that contain continuous numerical
features. Remember that our proposed method is appropriate for continuous nu-
merical data. The data sets have been obtained from multiple sources, such as
[19], and can be found in [31]. The data sets contain a variable with labels that
indicate whether or not an observation is an outlier. However, we work with an
unsupervised anomaly detection method and labels will not be used, except at the
end for assessing the results. Details about the construction of the data sets can
be found in [33], but a brief summary of them is given below.
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Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic): This data set is composed of 367 individu-
als with 30 different features and 10 anomalies, which represent 2.72%. This
data set focuses on the diagnosis of breast cancer to discriminate between
benign and malignant tumors. It includes a set of features of cell nuclei from
a digitized image of a fine needle aspirate (FNA) from a breast mass. The
anomalies correspond to malignant instances, while the rest of the data set
consists of benign instances.
Pen-Based Recognition of Handwritten Text (global): This set has 16 features
and 809 observations, 11.1% of which are anomalies. This data set contains
handwritten digits; in particular, the digit 8 is considered as the normal
class and a sample of 10 digits from all of the other classes are considered
anomalies. Therefore, there is a large normal class, and the anomalies are
very different from each other.
Pen-Based Recognition of Handwritten Text (local): This data set also contains
0-9 handwritten digits. Specifically, it has 6724 cases with 16 variables.
There are 9 large clusters corresponding to all digits, except the digit 4. For
this class, only 10 cases are considered and they are therefore considered
outliers, representing 0.15% of the data.
Before applying any method for detecting anomalies, the data should be pre-
processed so that the features have equal weights. [33] use classic min-max nor-
malization (the range transformation scales the data to be within [0, 1]). With our
proposal, besides min-max normalization, we also use standardization (the mean
is subtracted and values are divided by the standard deviation), since it is the
common preprocessing procedure in AA.
5.3.2. Results of the benchmark data sets
Table 2 shows the results for all the algorithms and benchmark data sets. Our
proposal has been run using min-max normalization as in [33], for fair comparison,
and e = 4 and P = 10 in all cases. The best result for each data set is highlighted
in bold font. Note that our proposal is the best for the breast cancer and pen local
data sets. For pen global, the result of AA + k-NN is also very competitive, it is
the third best among the twenty algorithms.
Nevertheless, AA was frequently used with standardized data so Table 3 reports
the results of our proposal when the two options for Step 1 (normalization or
standardization) and Step 2 (P = 10 or P = 15) are used. Note that the good
results for the breast cancer and pen local data sets are improved if the data are
standardized rather than normalized.
We also analyze the stability of the results of our proposal if e is changed and
also if a different range of k-values are used. The breast-cancer data set is used
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as an illustration and the results are shown in Table 4. We see that the best
results are achieved with e = 2 and with small k values. With this option, we can
convert the outlier scores into binary levels as explained above. Table 5 shows the
confusion matrices with min-max normalization, k from 5 to 15, and different e.
Zero indicates a normal case, whereas one indicates an outlier. All the outliers
(10) are correctly identified, but some cases are erroneously labeled as outliers.
We also show the results of hardening with k-NN, which returns a high number of
errors, not only as false positives, but also as false negatives. We have obtained
good results with all the different combinations of parameters. Therefore, it does
not seem very sensitive to parameter choice.
5.3.3. Comparison with recent techniques
As previously commented, besides comparison with well-known algorithms, we
compare our proposal with the recent techniques RDOS and VOS.
We consider the same real data sets with continuous numerical features used
by [86]. Those data sets with other kind of features are discarded. In particular,
the data set Glass and Stamps are considered, which are completely described by
[12]. Glass has 7 features and 214 observations, 4.2% of which are anomalies, while
Stamps has 9 features and 340 observations, 9.1% of which are outliers. Data are
normalized for ranging between 0 and 1 as in [86]. Table 6 shows the AUC results
for the same state-of-the-art algorithms used in Table 1. For computing the AUC,
we consider k values from 10 to 30 for Glass, since the number of records of Glass
is small. Moreover, we consider e = 3 and P = 10 for Glass, while e = 9 and P =
15 for Stamps. Our procedure provides the best results.
In [86], instead of considering average AUC, the best AUC is reported, which
will be an overly optimistic estimate, an overestimate. Furthermore, the variation
due to selection of parameters is ignored by using the best combination of pa-
rameters. The strategy of selecting the best combination of parameters cannot be
used in real applications, where true labels are unknown. Although this strategy
suffers from much bias and should be avoided, we consider it only for being able
to compare our proposal to that introduced by [86]. The best AUC for VOS is
higher than the best AUC for IForest, OIF, ODIN, OutRank and HCOD for Glass
and Stamps, according to the results in [86]. The best AUC for Glass with VOS is
0.864, which is worse that the mean AUC obtained with our proposal, 0.8846 (see
Table 6). The best AUC for Stamps with VOS is 0.929. This result is improved by
our proposal. The best mean AUC for Stamps with our proposal is 0.9354 for e =
15 (remember that we are averaging from k = 10 to k = 50). If instead averaging,
we select the best AUC among k = 10 to k = 50, the best AUC 0.9416 is obtained
for k = 27.
In summary, we have compared our proposal with a very high number of dif-
ferent methods in six data sets: one artificial data set (Table 1) and five real data
15












































































































Table 2: Average AUC together with the standard deviation for each algorithm and benchmark
data set. Due to the computational complexity, LOCI could not be computed for larger data







































Table 3: Mean AUC and the standard deviation for different option of AA + k-NN.
e Min−max
k = 5 to 15
Standardization
k = 5 to 15
Min−max
k = 10 to 50
Standardization





























Table 4: Mean AUC and the standard deviation for different options of AA + k-NN with breast
cancer.
True Labels e=2 e=3 e=4 e=5 k-NN
Predictions 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 (normal) 341 0 343 0 344 0 343 0 338 2
1 (outlier) 16 10 14 10 13 10 14 10 19 8
Table 5: Confusion matrices with binary labels for different options of AA + k-NN and k-NN
with breast cancer (min-max normalization and k from 5 to 15).
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Table 6: Average AUC together with the standard deviation for Glass and Stamps.
6. Application
Knowledge of foot shape is of great importance for the appropriate design of
footwear. It is a crucial issue for manufacturing shoes, since a proper fit is a key
factor in the decision to buy, besides the fact that poorly fitting footwear can
cause foot pain and deformity, especially in women. For these reasons, there are
a large number of studies on foot shapes, such as [17], [49], [72], etc. In many of
these studies, and in anthropometric studies devoted to product design in general,
or apparel design in particular, data are studied without carrying out an outlier
analysis, as in [46] or [3]. However, this is crucial, not only for data cleansing
[40, 67, 59], which is a classical application of outlier analysis [1], but also to take
advantage of the information that outliers can provide with regard to the design
of shoes that fit well for a high percentage of the population. For example, in the
apparel industry, many brands offer special sizes. However, outlier detection in the
field of anthropometry is usually carried out by means of very simple procedures,
as is the case in [48] or [52], where they look at extreme values in individual
variables, or two-dimensional plots are inspected, which are the recommendations
given in [41] for cleansing anthropometric data sets. Obviously, a somewhat more
sophisticated method can be more effective, and better advantage can be taken of
the information.
Therefore, the purpose of this Section is to detect the outliers in an anthro-
pometric foot data set, before form analysis is carried out. Here, we restrict and
focus on the outlier analysis part only. We carry out a separate analysis for men
and women, since gender foot shape differences are well-known [49, 72]. Further-
more, footwear designers usually propose different designs for women and men.
We apply our proposal, which also helps us to understand why those points are
labeled as outliers. Note that this a real-world problem, where we do not know
which points are anomalies or not.
6.1. Foot data set
As described by [2], 22 foot measurements have been extracted from an an-
thropometric data set of 775 3D right foot scans representing the Spanish adult
female and male population, 382 corresponding to women and 393 to men. The
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data were collected in different regions across Spain at shoe shops and workplaces
using an INFOOT1 laser scanner.
The 22 foot measurements are used in product design and in clinical assessment.
All 3D registered feet were digitally measured with the algorithms developed by
the IBV (Biomechanics Institute of Valencia). In contrast to body measurements,
foot measurements are not standardized. Only Foot Length, Ball Girth and Ball
Width are considered in [43], [6] and [42]. The definitions are those used by the
Human Shape Lab of the IBV, which comply with standards and are compatible
with the accepted definitions found in the literature [71, 70, 56].
6.2. Outlier analysis
Instead of the whole set of 22 variables, in interest of brevity only the 4 features
that could most influence shoe fitting according to shoe design experts are ana-
lyzed. Specifically, these features are: Foot Length, FL (distance between the rear
and foremost point the foot axis); Ball Girth, BG (perimeter of the ball section),
Ball Width, BW (maximal distance between the extreme points of the ball section
projected onto the ground plane); and Instep Height, IH (maximal height of the
instep section, located at 50% of the foot length).
In this application, size and shape is important. According to shoe experts,
FL is the variable that best describes the size of the foot; in fact, this variable
has great importance for shoe size. Therefore, we consider the size, represented
by FL, and the shape, as explained by [21], separately. Shape corresponds to the
geometrical information that remains once the scale is removed. Therefore, to
describe the shape, we consider the rest of the features after removing the scale
by dividing each of the features by FL: BG/FL, BW/FL and IH/FL.
For FL we can use simple box-plots to determine the outlier in size. Fig.
3 shows the different size ranges for women and men, with a different number
of outliers. For women, five outliers are detected: one due to a very small size
and four due to very large sizes. However, for men, the number of extreme sizes
is smaller: there is one outlier corresponding to a very small size and another
corresponding to a very large size. The variation in men, in terms of both range
and interquartile range, is greater than in women. This could explain the fact that
more outliers are found in women.
We apply AA + k-NN to the previously standardized foot shape features, with
e = 3, since the elbow appears at this value for both men and women, and with
k from 10 to 50. We convert the outlier scores into binary labels for the shake of
brevity in the illustration.
In literature on AA, archetypes are usually displayed by the percentile values
1http://www.i-ware.co.jp/
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Figure 3: Box-plots for women (left-handed) and men (right-handed), respectively.
of each variable as compared to the data. We consider the same strategy here
to interpret the outliers found. Tables 7 and 8 show the percentile profiles of
the outliers found in foot shape features for women and men, respectively. This
information is useful not only for cleansing, but also for shoe designers to know
which shapes are “not normal”. For that reason, we also include the percentile of
FL for the outliers, although this variable is not used in the outlier detection of
shapes.
For women, a total of 14 outliers are found, more than in the group of men,
where 8 outliers are detected. One type of outlier detected in both men and women
corresponds to points with very high percentiles in all three shape features. We
refer to these as type 1 outliers. Another type of outlier, type 2, is the points
with a high percentile in BG/FL and IH/FL, but a medium percentile in BW/FL.
This kind of outlier is mainly found in women. For men, two outliers could also
be included in this type, but their BG/FL percentiles are not as high as in the
case of women. In women, we find another type of outlier, type 3, with very low
percentiles for BG/FL and BW/FL. Only one man is an outlier of this type. In
men, we find another two types of outliers that do not appear in women: type 4
are outliers with a very low percentile in BW/FL, but a very high percentile in
IH/FL, whereas type 5 are outliers with high percentiles in BG/FL and BW/FL
and very low percentiles in IH/FL. Note that the majority of outliers have one or
more features with high percentiles, more so than with low percentiles, so they are
due to excess, especially for women.
In summary, for women the outliers are grouped into three sets: one from type
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BG / FL BW /FL IH /FL FL
87 40 94 48
90 80 100 4
96 82 97 28
90 63 89 8
2 3 86 10
99 100 83 35
97 88 94 36
93 62 91 51
99 99 71 55
0 0 44 62
96 95 100 17
99 99 99 2
73 39 96 87
100 100 98 2
Table 7: Percentile profiles of outliers of foot shape features for women.
1 (2nd, 3rd, 6th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 12th and 14th), one from type 2 (1st, 4th, 8th
and 13th) and one from type 3 (5th and 10th), while for men the outliers are from
type 1 (6th, 7th, 8th), a variation of type 2 (5th and 10th), type 3 (1st), type 4
(2nd and 4th) and type 5 (3rd and 9th). Type 1 outliers have small-size feet, i.e.
their FL percentiles are small, although in the case of women, some of them are
not excessively small, and for one man it is medium. Type 2, 3 and 4 outliers are
found in feet of all sizes. The only two type 5 outliers correspond to medium-size
feet.
7. Conclusions
We have proposed a method to detect outliers in multivariate continuous data
based on projection into relevant subspaces by means of AA, applying a k-NN
algorithm to these subspaces and combining the results. This method returns out-
lier scores and we have also proposed a procedure to binarize the scores. We have
illustrated their advantages in two simple examples. Our method is able to detect
an anomaly in a simple data set with a linear correlation of two features, while
other methods fail to recognize that anomaly. We have compared our proposal
with 23 anomaly detection algorithms, in several benchmark data sets. In fact, it
is really compared with more than 23 methods, since in Section 5.3.3 we compare
the results with five other methods used by [86]. AA + k-NN returns very com-
petitive results. Our proposal obtains the best results in five of six data sets. Our
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BG /FL BW/FL IH/FL FL
0 0 26 31
31 3 96 29
64 75 3 42
37 5 95 69
70 60 99 39
100 99 100 6
100 100 97 8
84 82 100 53
82 86 1 43
56 31 99 3
Table 8: Percentile profiles of outliers of foot shape features for men.
proposal is the third best in the other data set. In other words, it worked well
with data sets with global and local anomalies, with continuous numerical features,
such as pen global and pen local, respectively. We have also seen that changing
the normalization procedure for standardization and also the k values used in the
second part of our method can improve the results. Nevertheless, we have obtained
good results with all the different combinations of parameters. Therefore, it does
not seem very sensitive to parameter choice.
As discussed in Section 4, its weak point is its computational inefficiency, but
new AA implementations could improve its speed. On the other hand, it has the
advantage of its effectiveness (accuracy) and interpretability, which has been shown
in the illustrative examples of Section 4 and the application of Section 6. Although
our AA implementation is not deterministic, its solutions are stable [26]. Another
advantage of our method is that it does not need clean (without outliers) training
data for detecting anomalies, unlike other methods [89]. This is very convenient
for our application, where we do not know if there are or not anomaly data. When
we cannot establish a priori if a sample is from the normal class or not, methods
that need data samples from the normal class for training models are not useful.
We applied AA + k-NN to a novel industrial data set and outliers were detected
and interpreted. There are more outliers in women’s feet than in men’s. For
example, in the case of women, there are more outliers due to a very long FL than
to a short FL; and as regards their shapes, many of the outliers are due to large
dimensions in BG, BW and IH relative to their small FLs. This information can
be taken into account in the design process, or also to propose a range of shoes
of special lengths or shapes for women. However, for men there are fewer shape
outliers but with more different typologies. In summary, detecting the outliers in
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this kind of data sets can help shoe designers adjust their designs to a larger part
of the population and be aware of the characteristics of the users that will make
them uncomfortable to wear, whether when considering a range of special sizes or
modifying any shoe feature to fit more customers.
We have used AA, but in future work a variant of AA such as archetypoid
analysis [85] could be tested. The hardening process could also be improved by
changing simple box-plots for other alternatives, such as those proposed by [51].
The speed of AA could be improved by using alternative AA algorithms such as
those discussed in Section 5. On the other hand, we have considered only complete
instances, but in real problems not all the cases are complete. We could easily
extend the methodology for data sets with missing data, taking into account the
proposal of [23]. We could also extend the methodology to other kind of data, such
as multivariate time series and compare with recent literature on deep learning
based methods for outlier detection in this field [75, 7]. Finally, as regards the
application, we have focused on the most important features in shoe design, but
a more complete and exhaustive study could be carried out by considering other
important features.
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